
Chemistry. - Osmosis in binary systems in which two membranes. I. By 
F. A. H. SCHREINI3MAI<ERS. 

(Communicated a t the meeting of December 19. 1931.) 

We take an osmotic system : 

11/ 1 M~ 

inv. L. (W + X) I L (x) I in) . L 2 (W + X) (1) 

in which two membranes M J and M:? with the surfaces w. and W:2; on the 
left side of MI and on the right side of M '2 is an invariant liquid. containing 
the substances W (water) and X . In order to concentrate our thoughts Wê 

assume that L I has a smaller X -amount than L'2; if in fig. 1 we represen.t 
L1 and L'2 by the points i 1 and i'2 in the well-known way. then ij must b~ 
situated. therefore. on the left side of i'2' 

IE we now bring a liquid L with an arbitrary composition 

x quant. X + (1 - x) quant. W . (2) 

between the two membranes th is liquid will continue to change until a · 
stationary state occurs . which we represent by : 

MI M ., 

inv. L. (W + X) I stat. L (x) I inv. L 2 (W + X) (3) 

The osmosis is not done then . however. for the substances Wand X 
continue to pass all the time through the two membranes ; this . however 
now takes place in such a way that the liquid L does not change its 
composition any more ; the quantity of this liquid however generally does 
change still. 

IE we imagine the membrane M:! of system (1) impermeable. then we 
have only to con si der the system : 

MI 

inv. L. (W + X) 1 L (x) . 
I 

'dl 

(4) 

We shall now assume that no stationary point occurs in this system so 
that the variabie liquid L changes normally 1); this means that during the 
osmosis this variabie liquid in fig. 1 will always move towards point ij. no 

I) Comp.: These Proceedings 3~. 1282 (1931) . 
Until now we have only found examples of a normal change in all systems investigated. 
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matter where this liquid L may be at the beg inning of the osmosis. From 
this follows: if the variabie liquid L is found in fig . Ion the left side of i 1 

then L will move ~; if L is found on the right side of i 1 then L will 
move ~; this has been indicated in fig . 1 by the three arrows of the 

top series. 
If we ima gine the membrane M'2 of system (1) im permeable. we get the 

system: 

M, 

L (x) I inv. L 2 (W + X). (5) 

If we now assume once more that in this system no stationary point will 
occur either , th en we find that L will now move with respect to point i~ 

as has been indicated in fig. 1 by the three arrows of the lowest series. 

In system (1) the variant liquid L moves under the influence of the 
two invariant liquids. When L is found on Wil' then the two influences 
coöperate to move L ~ ; wh en L is found on i2X, then the two influences 
coöperate to move L ~. 

When, however , L is found between i 1 and i '2' the two influences work 
in opposite direction ; as a matter of course we now assume that the two 
influences can now neutralise each other somewhere, so that liquid L will 
not move any more . but become sta tionary. Further on we shall see that 
this indeed happens and we shall deduce : 

-'" +-
-'" -'" • • • W i 1 L i2 

Fig . 

in fig. 1 the stationary liquid is situated between i l 

depends upon the ratio LU 1 : LU ;! of the two membranes. 

+-
+- • X 

and i'2 ; its place 

For the directions in which the substances Wand X flow through the 
membrane MI of system (4) we can imagine four D .T.'s , viz. : 

X W X W I 1. +- +- 3. -+ +- , . (6) 

2. +- -'" 4. -'" -'" 

of which one, namely the incongruent one, is not possible, however ; 
when L has a greater X-amount than Ll then N0. 3 is incongruent; when , 
however, L has a smaller X-amount, N0 . 2 will be incongruent. Of course 
it depends upon the nature of the system, namely upon the nature and 
composition of the two liquids and the nature of the membrane, which 
of the three D .T.'s possible will occur. As during the osmosis liquid L 
continuously changes its composition . one D. T. at a certain moment of the 
osmosis can pass into an other. 
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In order to summarise the different cases, we represent the diffusion by : 

-Yt. W . (7) 

in which al and ;'1 are the very small quantities of X and W, diffusing 
towards the Ieft through 1 cM:! of the membrane MI between the moments 
tand t + dt ; if we take U 1 or )' 1 or both negative, then we get the other 
D.T.'s of (6). 

As the membrane MI has a surface w I ' the variant liquid L gives oH 
wlalX and ( 1 )'1 W in the time dt . If we represent the quantity of this 
liquid at the moment t by m, then it is m-wdal + Yd at the moment 
t + dt. As this liquid now contains altogether mx-wlal quantities of X, 
it follows: 

or: 
(9) 

in which (dx h represents the change in the X ~amount of the var. liq. L. 

Above we have seen: when liq. L of system (4) is on the left si de of 
ij, it moves ~ so that (dx) I > 0 ; when L is on the right side of i l , then 
L moves (- so that (dx) 1 < 0 [comp. the three arrows of the top series 
in fig. 1]. It now follows from (9) : 

wh en the variant liquid L of system (4) is on the Ieft side of i l , th en 
Al < 0; when L is situated on the right side of i l , th en Al> 0; when L 
is in i l , then Al = 0. 

We find these signs of A 1 in the top series of fig . 2. 

o + + + 
+ + + 0 

.------------~ .. ------------------------.-----------------. W iJ L i2 À 
Fig. 2 

Corresponding considerations also obtain for system (5). We now 
represent the diffusion by : 

-Y2' W. (10) 

in which a2 and Y2 indicate the very small quantities of X and W. now 
diffusing towards the left through 1 cM 2 of the membrane M 2 in the 
time dt . If we now represent the change in the X-amount of the variant 
liquid L by (dx h. we find : 

(11 ) 

or: 

(12) 
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If we now take into consideration the direction in which the var. lig. 
moves with respect to point i:! [compare the three arrows of the lower
series of fig. 1]. then it follows that A:! is positive on the left side of i;!. 
negative on the right side of i:! and zero in i:2' We find these signs of A:! 
in the lowest series of fig. 2. 

If we represent hy dx the change of the X-amount of the variahle 
liguid L of system (I) . th en it follows from (9) and (12) : 

(13) 

It we take into consideration the gllantities of X and W the var. lig. L 
ahsorhs throllgh the memhrane M:! and gives oH through M j. we see that 

(1 i) 

are ahsorhed hy liguid L. So for the change dm in the quantity of th is 
ligllid follows: 

(15) 

If we add (13) and (15) together. after having mllltiplied (15) by x 

and if we take into consideration the values of A I. and A !? we find : 

( 16) 

I t is possihle to find this relation (16) also directly; the first part namely 
is d (mx) . conseguently the increase of the total guantity of X in the Iiquid 
L ; the second part also represents this increase as is apparent from (14). 

The relations mentioned above ohtain for every arbitrary moment of the 
osmosis of system (1) ; when . however. the var. lig. L has passed into the 
stationary liquid of system (3). so that its composition does not change any 
more. dx = O. Then it follows fr om (13) that 

or 
W2 a j - x(u\ + 1' \) 
~ - a2 - x (a 2 + 1'2) . 

(17) 

must he satisfied . so that A I and A:! must have the same sign. 
We are able to deduce (17) in still another way. The var. lig. L 

na mely will not change its composition any more. when the guantities of 
X and W ahsorhed or given off [cornp. 14] stand in the relation of the 
X- and W-amollnt of this liquid L ; so 

(18) 

must he satisfied. from which (17) follows; in this way. however. we 
do not find. as we found above, what signs Al and A:2 have during the 
osmosis. 

It appears from (17) that this condition ca n only he satisfied when 
Al and A:2 have the same sign; as fig. 2 shows that this is only the. 

88 
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case between the points i1 and i~. it follows as has been deduced already 
above. that the stationary Iiguid of system (3) can only be situated 
between i l and i 2 ; it now appears besides. however. that Al and A 2 in 
system (3) are positive then. We can also deduce now : 

in system (3) a stat. lig . L always exists. no matter what surfaces the 
membranes MI and M 2 may have ; 

the composition of this stat. lig . depends upon (J)2 : (J) I viz. on the ratio 
of the surfaces of the two membranes ; if w~ : W I is smalI. th en L is 
situated close to point i 1 (figs. 1 or 2); if W:!: Ui I is large. then L is 
situated close to point i2 . 

In order to deduce this we imagine the variabie Iiguid L in fig. 2 moving 
from ij towards i:z. With th is movement Al then will increase from zero 
up to a certain positive value. whereas A 2 will decrease from a certain 
positive value to zero [comp. the signs in fig. 2]. From th is it follows 
that the second part of (17) viz. A I : A 2 will run through all values from 
zero up to positive infinitely large. From th is it follows: 

(17) always can be satisfied . no matter what vallIe W2:W I may have. 
From this now follows at once what has been said above abollt the 

stat. lig. of system (3) . 

We now imagine in system (1) two membranes with ddinite surfaces 
W land W2; then the stat. lig. L of system (3) will have a ddinite 
composition ; we imagine this liguid represented in figs. 3 and 4. in which 
line WX has only been partly drawn . by point s. Then the var. lig. L of 
system (1) will move towards this point (comp. the arrows in figs . 3 and 
4) wh en namely it is not accidentally situated in point s at the beginning 
of the osmosis. 

During this movement the variabie liguid (as appears from 15) will be 
changing its guantity continuously. lInless a point is sitllated in its way. 
where 

(19) 

is satisfied. so that the guantity of the variabie ligllid does not change in 
th is point; we shall call such a point "a point of constant quantity". 

It depends lIpon the nature of the Iigllids and of the membranes 
wh ether a similar point will occur or not 'occur in a given system; we 
shall rder to this later on. when discussing some systems examined. 

When system (1) has no point of constant quantity. the guantity of 
the var. Iiq. will either increase or decrease during the entire osmosis. no 
matter where the variant Iiquid may be found at the beginning of the 
osmosis; the quantity of the stationary Iiqllid then will continuously 
increase or decrease as weil. 

When. however. a point of constant quantity doés occur in the system. 
we can distinguish several cases. In order to discuss some of these cases 
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we imagine this point represented by point c in the figs . 3 and '4; in order 
to concentrate our thoughts we assume that the guantity of the variabIe 
liguid increases on the left side of this point c and decreases on the right 
side of c ; th is has been indicated in the figs . 3 and '4 by the signs + 
and - . 

We now first take fig. 3. When at the beg inning of the osmosis the 

+ + + 0 
--e e e e--

11 ~ S - C - i 2 

Fig . 3 

variabIe liguid is found between s and c, its guantity will increase during 
the entire osmosis and this process will still go on when the liguid has 
become stationary in point s. 

When at the beginning of the osmosis the var. lig. is found on the right 
side of c, its guantity will first decrease, remain constant in point c for a 
moment and afterwards increase from c to s where the guantity also goes 
on increasing continuously. So during the osmosis the guantity of the 
var. lig . becomes a minimum in point c. 

In fig. '4 point c is situated on the left side of point s. When at thc 

+ o 
----~e.------------, e---------------e---------------e---

i l ~ c ~ s - i 2 

Fig . 4 

beginning of the osmosis the var. liguid is found between c and s or on 
the right side of s , its guantity will decrease during the entire osmosis and 
this will still go on wh en the liguid has become stationary in point s. 

When at the beginning of the osmosis the var. lig. is found , however. 
on the left side of c, its guantity will first increase, remain constant in 
point c for a moment and afterwards it will decrease from c to s, wh ere 
the guantity goes on decreasing continuously. Conseguently during the 
os mos is the guantity of the variant liguid becomes a maximum in point c . 

We mayalso imagine that the points c and s of figs. 3 or '4 coincide; 
then dm = 0 and dx = 0 must be satisfied at the same time. With the aid 
of two of the three eguations (13) , (15) and (16) we find that (19) then 
must be satisfied and : 

(20) 

or: 

and (21) 

If we now take a definite system, so that the invariant liguids Ll and L'2 
have a definite composition and the membranes a definite nature, then 

88* 
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al' rl:!, )' land )'2 are functions , containing only the composition x of the 
var. Iiq. as a variabIe. 

It now follows from (21) that not only x but also w:,! : w 1 must have a 
definite value. From this it appears that the points c and S of a given 
system can coincide only then wh en the ratio w:!: Wl of the surfaces of 
the two membranes has a definite value. 

If we now have a system, in which the points c and S do not coincide. 
then, as we have seen before, we are able to make them coincide by 
changing the ratio w:.! : w 1 in such a way that (21) is satisfied; thisis also 
possible, however , by giving an other composition to one or to both 
invariant liquids. 

If we now represent the compositions of these inv. liquids by Xl and x:? 

then (L land ;'1 will now be functions of x and x I, whereas a2 and Y2 are 
functions of x and x:?; as the equations (21) now contain three variables 
(viz. X2' Xl and x) follows from this what has been said above. 

From th is it follows also that figs . 3 and 4 may pass into each other 
at the change in the composition of one or of both invariant Iiquids. We 
shall refer to this later on. 

Above we have deduced: every arbitrary system (1) passes into Cl 

system (3) , in which the stationary liquid L has a definite composition. 
In our further considerations we have assumed as a matter of course that 
only a single stat. liq . is possible ; also other cases can be imagined, 
however. 

Above we have seen: when in fig. 2 the variabIe liquid L of system 
( 1) moves from i 1 towards i 2 , the second part of (17) [viz. the ratio 
AI : A 2 ] runs through all values from 0 to + 00. We can imagine several 
cases here. 

10 . The value of Al : A t increases continuously. We th en have the 
case, considered until now, that only a single stat. liquid belongs to every 
value of W2 : w i . 

20. The value of Al: A 2 first increases from 0 to a certain value p, 
then it decreases to q and afterwards it increases continuously to 00. We 
now distinguish two cases. 

a. If we take w:? : w 1 greater than p or smaller than q, then only one 
single stat. Iiq. L belongs to every value of W2 : W I • 

b. If we take w;! : tV I between pand q , then th ree quite different stat. 
liquids L belong to every value of tV:.! : W l' 

We now imagine these three stat. Iiquids, which we shall call L( SI)' 

L(S2) and L(S3) ' represented in fig. 5 by the points SI' S2 and s3 ; in 
each of these points, therefore : 

(22) 

is zero. It is now easy to find that (22) is positive from i 1 to SI (fig. 5) 
negative from SI to S2' positive again from S2 to S 3 and at last negative 
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again from S3 to i;! [comp. the signs in fig. 5]. It now follows from (13) 
that the variabie liguid will move according to the arrows in fig . 5. 

o + 0 0 + 0 00 
----.-----------.-----------e.I-----------.----------_.. 

I1 - SI -- S2 .... S3 +- i 2 

Fig. 5 

If at the beginning of the osmosis the var. lig . L of system (1) is given 
such a composition, that it is represented at the beginning of the osmosis 
by a point somewhere to the left of s;! (fig . 5), then it will move during 
the osmosis towards SI' where it passes into the stationary liguid L(Sl)' 

When, however, the var . lig. is represented at the beginning of the 
osmosis by a point to the right of S:!' it will move towards point sa, where 
it passes into the stat. lig. L(S3 )' 

From th is it also appears that the var. lig. cannot move towards point 
s:!. So in system (3) we can get the stat. lig. L (s:!) only then wh en we 
bring it already into system (1) at the beginning of the osmosis. This 
condition is unstable then however, for any small disturbance will callse 
this ligllid L (s:!) to move towards SI or s;-: ; conseguently we may leave 
point s:2 and the stat. lig. L(s:!) out of consideration. From this it follows: 

when w :!: w 1 is situated between definite limits , then it is possible that 
two guite different stat. liguids will be formed at the transition of system 
( I) into the stat. system (3); it depends upon the composition we give 
to the var . lig. at the beg inning of the osmosis, which of these two liguids 
\ViII then OCClll". 

It is now guite easy for the reader to dedllce himself that the points SI 

and s:! or s:! and S:J of fig. 5 coincide at a certain value of w:! : W I (viz. p 
or q). so that fig. 5 passes into fig . 2. 

Lab. of lnorg. Chemistry. 
Leiden. 

(Ta be continued.) 


